
What’s the problem?

this is easy (mostly) this is impossible

Why?



Montezuma’s revenge
• Getting key = reward
• Opening door = reward
• Getting killed by skull = nothing (is it good? bad?)
• Finishing the game only weakly correlates with 

rewarding events
• We know what to do because we understand what 

these sprites mean!



Exploration is hard

Can we derive an optimal exploration strategy?
what does optimal even mean?
regret vs. Bayes-optimal strategy? more on this later…

theoretically tractable theoretically intractable

multi-armed bandits
(1-step stateless

RL problems)

contextual bandits
(1-step RL problems)

small, finite MDPs
(e.g., tractable planning,
model-based RL setting)

large, infinite MDPs,
continuous spaces



What makes an exploration problem tractable?

multi-arm bandits
can formalize exploration 
as POMDP identification

contextual bandits policy learning is trivial 
even with POMDP

small, finite MDPs can frame as Bayesian model 
identification, reason explicitly 
about value of information

large or infinite MDPs
optimal methods don’t work
…but can take inspiration from 
optimal methods in smaller settings
use hacks



How can we define the bandit?

• solving the POMDP yields the optimal 
exploration strategy

• but that’s overkill: belief state is huge!
• we can do very well with much 

simpler strategies

expected reward of best action
(the best we can hope for in expectation) actual reward of action 

actually taken



How can we beat the bandit?

• Variety of relatively simple strategies
• Often can provide theoretical guarantees on regret

• Variety of optimal algorithms (up to a constant factor)
• But empirical performance may vary…

• Exploration strategies for more complex MDP domains will be 
inspired by these strategies

expected reward of best action
(the best we can hope for in expectation) actual reward of action 

actually taken



Optimistic exploration

some sort of variance estimate

intuition: try each arm until you are sure it’s not great

number of times we 
picked this action



Probability matching/posterior sampling

this is a model of our bandit

• This is called posterior sampling or 
Thompson sampling

• Harder to analyze theoretically
• Can work very well empirically

See: Chapelle & Li, “An Empirical Evaluation of Thompson 
Sampling.”



Information gain
Bayesian experimental design:



Information gain example

Example bandit algorithm:
Russo & Van Roy “Learning to Optimize via Information-Directed Sampling”

don’t bother taking actions if 
you won’t learn anything

don’t take actions that you’re 
sure are suboptimal



General themes

• Most exploration strategies require some kind of uncertainty 
estimation (even if it’s naïve)

• Usually assumes some value to new information
• Assume unknown = good (optimism)
• Assume sample = truth
• Assume information gain = good

UCB: Thompson sampling: Info gain:



Classes of exploration methods in deep RL

• Optimistic exploration:
• new state = good state
• requires estimating state visitation frequencies or novelty
• typically realized by means of exploration bonuses

• Thompson sampling style algorithms:
• learn distribution over Q-functions or policies
• sample and act according to sample

• Information gain style algorithms
• reason about information gain from visiting new states



Optimistic exploration in RL
UCB:

“exploration bonus”

can we use this idea with MDPs?

+ simple addition to any RL algorithm
- need to tune bonus weight



The trouble with counts

But wait… what’s a count?

Uh oh… we never see the same thing twice!

But some states are more similar than others



Fitting generative models



Exploring with pseudo-counts

Bellemare et al. “Unifying Count-Based Exploration…”



What kind of bonus to use?

UCB:

Lots of functions in the literature, inspired by optimal methods for 
bandits or small MDPs

MBIE-EB (Strehl & Littman, 2008):

BEB (Kolter & Ng, 2009):
this is the one used by Bellemare et al. ‘16



Does it work?

Bellemare et al. “Unifying Count-Based Exploration…”



What kind of model to use?

need to be able to output densities, but doesn’t 
necessarily need to produce great samples

opposite considerations from many popular 
generative models in the literature (e.g., GANs)

Bellemare et al.: “CTS” model: condition 
each pixel on its top-left neighborhood

Other models: stochastic neural 
networks, compression length, EX2



Counting with hashes
What if we still count states, but in a different space?

Tang et al. “#Exploration: A Study of Count-Based Exploration”



Implicit density modeling with exemplar models
need to be able to output densities, but doesn’t 
necessarily need to produce great samples

Fu et al. “EX2: Exploration with Exemplar Models…”

Can we explicitly compare the new state to past states?

Intuition: the state is novel if it is easy to distinguish from all 
previous seen states by a classifier



Implicit density modeling with exemplar models

Fu et al. “EX2: Exploration with Exemplar Models…”



Posterior sampling in deep RL

Thompson sampling:

Osband et al. “Deep Exploration via Bootstrapped DQN”

What do we sample?

How do we represent the distribution?

since Q-learning is off-policy, we don’t care 
which Q-function was used to collect data



Bootstrap

Osband et al. “Deep Exploration via Bootstrapped DQN”



Why does this work?

Osband et al. “Deep Exploration via Bootstrapped DQN”

Exploring with random actions (e.g., epsilon-greedy): oscillate 
back and forth, might not go to a coherent or interesting place

Exploring with random Q-functions: commit to a randomized 
but internally consistent strategy for an entire episode

+ no change to original reward function
- very good bonuses often do better


